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FOREWORD

The purpose of this report is to present pertinent test results, develop-

ment accomplishments and application experience gained during FY 75 with now

lithium-inorganic electrolyte cells (Li + S00 2).

This work was sponsored IN) the Office of Naval Research, \'ehicle Technology
Department and NUC Independent i-xploratory Development program. The exceptional

interest and guidance provided by Drs. George Neece (ONR), Rudolph Marcus (ONR),

lt!,,ne Cooper (NUC), and lloward h'ilcox (NUC) are very much appreciated. Dr.

g .atas Lang and Dr. Sachio Yamamoto provided the facilities and direction for

this propram.

The authors are grateful for the testing assistance provided by Marc Morinaga,

Robert Cook, Charles Koehler and Joseph Palermo.
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ABSTRACT

<4uring Fiscal Year 1975 the Naval Undersea Center (NUt) ptrformed an

extensive test program with low-rate and high-rate lithium-thionyl chloride

cells. This program has aided in identifying capabilities and deficien-

cies with the present technology. Many deficiencies were readily corrected but

cthers arc less understood and additional development is required. As a result

of this program, improved, low-discharge rate, hermetically sealed cells and

batteries are being uto-d in several ocean oriented applications. Future devel-

opmen. programs are planned to provide safe, high-discharge rate cells for pro-

pulsion and pulse-power applications\
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INTRODUCTION

A new lithium-inorganic electrolyte battery is now available that has

valuable properties '. It has high-energy density and the potential for a

long shelf life; it can be configured for either low or high discharge rates

and from very small to very large size cells. These characteristics are valu-

able to many ocean-oriented applications, including oceanographic instrumenta-

tion, sonar systems, biotelemetry devices, undersea weapons, small undersea

vehicles, meteorological instrumentation, field communications, etc. However,

only limited performance, safety and cost data has been available for this

battery, which was insufficient for a complete evaluation and selection fnr

projected ocean-oriented applications.

The objective of this program was to determine the performance, safety,

reliability and environmental limits of this battery as configured for ocean

systems and to provide basic data for planners ind designers of future military

ocean systems. The major criteria investigated included energy per weight,

volume and cost; power and endurance range; sensitivity to low temperature and

depth; storage environments; operability and reliability; deployment factors;

and cell emissions and hazards.

This program was implemented by first analyzing numerous possible appli-

cations to identify representative testing requirements. Three detailed tests

plans were prepared: C1) to determine the normal operating parameters to be

expected from the cells; (2) to expi-re cell output characteristics during

anticipated Navy use; and (3) to become aware of any possible hazards from

mishandling of large batteries made from these cells.
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Cells of various sizes and discharge rate designs were procured and tested.

The tests identified numerous physical, material, engineering and operstional

deficiencies. Experiments were initiated to discover ways to overcome these

weaknesses. As a result, the corrections accomplished now provide a technology

that is being used in multiple applications.

This report describes the types of cells tested, the test progra& per-

tinent test results, cell improvements that have been made, application exper-

ience to date and recommended development needed for wide applications of the

technology.

tI
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CELL DESCRIPTION

At the present time prototype lithium cells, with an inorganic liquid as

the electrolyte, are available from several companies including GTE Laboratories, :

P. R. Mallory & Co. Inc., lloneywell Inc., and Electrochemica Corp. The electro-

lyte is composed of inorganic salts in an inorganic solvent, and energy is produced

by the electrochemical decomposition of the ir irganic solvent material rt the

carbon electrode and oxidation of the lithium during discharge of the cell.

The inorganic solvent decomposes only when the load circuit is closed thereby

making it possible for the battery to operate effectively for several years.

The inorganic lithium battery has an open circuit voltage of 3.6+ volts.

Unlike conventional solid cathodes the distance between the reactive zones of

the electrodes remains nearly constant upon discharge and the cells exhibit

exceptional voltage stability, approaching 1 percent. Since the electrolytic

solution is also the depolorizer, the weight of the cathode does not burden the

cell and energy densities of 250 watt-hours/lb to 90% of the initial voltage

are realized in simple cells.

Table 1 compares the performance characteristics of various battery sys-

tems. Beyond the weight and volume advantages, the lithium inorganic electro-

lyte cell has cost advantages that make it particularly attractive in large

size cells uf 100, 1000 or 10,000 ampere hours.

The chemistry of the lithium anode cell is not well defined. The only

thing that is not in doubt is the fact that the lithium is being oxidized

from the zero to the plus one state and the sulfur is being reduced to either

U3



TABLE I

nparison of Primary Cells

SYSTEM LB/M IN3 KWH S/KWH*'

Alkaline

(Zn/nO2) 33 473 3.69

Mercury 22 216 73.39
(Zn/IgO)

Silver/Zinc 262 303.58

(Zn/Ag20) 

1 
6 

0 .S

Lithium Inorganic S 81 2.26 ]
(Li/SO C12)

Lithium Organic 12 203 5.27
(Li/SO2)

*Cost of active components
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to the element or another oxidation state. it is likely that more than one

reaction is taking place. The source of the sulfur is thionyl chloride (SOC 2).

The chemistry of thionyl chloride is interesting. It is capable of dis-

sociating in at least two ways

SOC1 2 - SOCl+  + Cl (1)

SOC12 S + 2 2)Scl2 S + ClC2

One possible set of half cell reactions is as follows:

0 +-
8 Li 8 Li + 8e (3)

3S0 2  + 6 Cl + 8e = S03  + 2 So + 6 C1- (4)

By adding equations (3) and (4) the overall reaction can be described as

8 Li + 3 SOC 2 x Li2 so3 + 6 Li C1 + 2S (5)

The following half-reaction is also possible

2 So" - + 2e- = S042 (6)

and leads to a second reaction that can be hypothesized,

8 U + 4 SOCI = Li S 0 + 6 LiCl + S2 C12 . (7)
8L+ ~ 2  2 24 22

For completeness there is a third reaction that may be considered, but if

it goes at all it is certainly not an important reaction. This reaction is

4 Li + 2 SOC1 2 = S + 4 LCI + S02  (8)

The absence of a large sulfur dioxide pressure suggests that the reaction is

of lesser importance. On disassembly of discharged batteries, large amounts

5
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of elemental sulfur are always seen. This fact suggests that equation (5)

is the most important.

Four sizes of cells have been tested, A, D, Double D, and 100 AH sizes,

in this program. Principal design characteristics of these cell types are

shown schematically in Figure 1. A simple "bobbin" type of cell construction

was preferred for low rate applications. This consisted of a central "bobbin"

cathode and a peripheral cylindrical anode attached to the cell container.

This cell type was labeled "High Energy Cell" with a maximized capacity obtain-

able below a certain limiting discharge rate. The second "jelly roll" cell

type is the "High Power Cell" shown in the same figure. It comprises high

surface area electrodes assembled in a wound configuration for high rate

applications. Both cell types are built using coercial cell hardware where-

ever possible. A hermetic seal was designed specifically for use with the inor-

ganic lithium battery system. A more conventional battery crimp seal was developed

and tested. Cells were built with both types of seals using practical assembling

procedures.

6
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t CELL TEST

Three detailed test plans were prepnred: (1) to determine the normal opera-

ting parameters to be expected from the Lithium-Inorganic electrolyte cells;

(2) to explore cell output characteristics during anticipated Navy use; and

(3) to become aware of any possible hazards from mishandling of large batteries ,
made from these cells. These tests are outlined in Table II. The four cell

sizes tested are AA, D, DD, and the experimental 100 ampere-hour cell.

Figures 2, 5 and 4 show the D-sized cells upon arriva? at the Naval Under-

sea Center. A poor choice of packaging material was immediatly noticed. Card-

board cartons and paper, used to separate the layerz of cells, are inadequate

packing materials ifany electrolyte leaks from a cell since paper is rapidly

destroyed by SOC 2 . Upon closer examination of the individual cells, several

were shown to be corroded around the cell seal or had blisters or holes in the

epoxy seal. This was the first indication that tile crimp sealing technique was

inadequate. Ten percent of the cells had some case corrosion arotud the top

seal area.

The weight of these cells varied slightly ns shown in Figure 5 but averaged

98.86 grams. The cells voltage was measured to detect faulty or internally

ihorted cells. Figure 6 shows a histogram of cell voltagesand indicates an

open circuit voltage of approximatly 3.6 volts. Each cell was washed with dis-

tilled water and the pH of the wash water was determined to give an indication

of the presence of acid on the cell case. Figure 7 presents the approximate

pH of the cell cases. The pFl of the cell wash water was normally 7 with mini-

mums of 3.9 for 5% of the cells.

8



TABLE II

TEST PLAN

Low and High Rate Cells

(1 AH, 12 AH, 100 AH & 1000 AH Cells)

INCOMING Electrical, Mechanical, X-Ray

PERFORMCE - w/o storage
with storage (lab) Continuous Discharge

with storage (heat) (low, med high rates)

with storage (humidity) Pulse Discharge

ENVIRONMENT - Shock

Vibration

Tumbling
dHydrostatic

Altitude

SAFETY Nail Penetration

Series Dead Cell

Parallel Dead Cell

Drop Cell

9
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VOLTAGE HISTOGRAM
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r
An X-ray was made of selected cells to show the internal construction.

X-raying the batteries in different orientations and at various states of dis-

charge can provide imnortant information. The quantity of remaining electro-

lyte and the lithium lining the can wall can be determined. The top two cells

of Figure 8 are fresh whereas the lower cell is completly discharged. Figure 9

shows both the Aand D-sized cells in a different orientation. In this figure

cell #1 is a fresh cell, cell OS is fully discharged and cell #20 is partially

discharged. Observing the thin layer of lithium lining the case wall and the

gas above the electrolyte are ways to determine a fresh cell.

Cel

A series of preformance tests was cont to determine the discharge

&capacity, available ampere-hours and shape of the discharge curve. The cells

tested are shown in Figure 10. These batteries were sealed with either the

hermetic or the teflon-metal crimp seal. During the tests the batteries were

placed either in a refrigerator at SoC or were maintained at room temperature.

Table III summarizes the results from the tests.

Test 1

Three successive tests were conducted on one AA sized hermetically sealed

cell. The discharge rates were 1 milliampere, 10 milliamperes, and 100 milli-

amperes. The battery voltage exhibited good voltage regulation at all dis-

charge rate. although 100 milliamperes is an abnormally high continuous discharge

rate for AA size cells.

16
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Su-rary of Cell Preforeunce

DISCI'RGE DISCIIARGE A.P'ERE PAX FI0

TEST CELL TEST CONDITIONS RATE TIM IMRS VOLTS VOLIl

l.a IfIgh Energy AA (sealed) 3 runs at different discharge rates IN gp 58.5 mn .001 3.619 334

l.b 111gh Energy AA (sealed) battery at SeC 10. anp 60 mn .01 3.535 3.44

l.c Iligh Energy AA (sealed) (abnormally high rates) low amp 2 hrs .2 3.0 2.1

: filth Energy AA (sealed) low rate, long term run at SC .6samp 42 days 1.68 3.4

3 tHigh Energy 0 size life test at SeC 80. amp I, hrs 13.44 2.95 1.31

4.a High Energy D size cell 122 low rate, long term run at 2'C 4.,rmap 1. days 3.545 3.31

4.b High Energy D size cell 123 low rate, long tern run at 2'C 4.Smaxp 127 days 3.549 3.31

4.c High Energy D size cell 024 low rate, long .era run at 2"C 4. Samp 124 days 3.523 3.01

5 Ifigh Energy D size, two cells trickle charging 3 Gates cells .Amazp 2 yrs 7,2

6 Hligh Energy D size determine effect of orientation 40. anp 163 hrs 8.913 3.436 3.21

7 HIgh Energy D size S short periods of high temp storage 40 amp over a 8 8.268 3.652 3.4
dy period

8 Iigh Energy D size life test after high texp storage Sm a--p 100 days Approx 12 3.615 .3

9 High Power D size life Test at 50C 80* asp 136 hrs 11.2 3.3 3.0

10 High Power D si:e (S.Cl2) life test at SOC 8M a--p 99.S hrs 7.1 3.53 3.0

ll.a High Power D size life test (in silicon oil) 2.76 p 1.85 hrs 4.6 3.037 1.4
wax

ll.b igh Power It size (S2 Cl2) life test (in silicon oil) 2.98 atP 1.3 hrs 3.S 3.255 1.7

12 Iligh rower D size roe temp life test .3 a=p 31.5 hrs 9.4 3.34 2.24

13 liigh Power D size (S2C12 ) room te'p life test variable 27 frs 8.7 3.37 3.01

14 High Power D size pulse mode pulse 11 hrs --

variable

i5 1igh rower It size (10 cells) siculate laser designator power pac). Pulse 50 pulses 28 at
5 amp puls'e

16 igh Energy Double D size room temp life test 160-aump 166 hrs 26.6 3.476 3.0

17 I1igh Energy Double D size (sealed) room tesp life test 160map 234 hrs 32.4 3.412 0.70

18 fltgh Energy Double D size (sealed) life test at S"C l6ftanp 124.5 hrs 19.75 3.401 3.0

19 Experimental high energy low rate life test at 2C 45=ap 1843 hrs 82.94 3.51 2.11

20 I1igh Energy D size (2 cells) discharge after long serm storage 40amp 101 hrs 4 1.7

20
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TALE III
Sumwary of Cell Preformance

DUCILSGC DISCHARGE MEJCRE mAX FINAL
RATE TIME I I0US VOLTS VOLTS RDWA KS

M lt lap SS.S min .001 3.619 3.S49 Voltage rose durint test,

10. asp 60 min .01 ).539 3.442 Voltage dropped duiing test.

100a amp 2 hrs .2 3.0 2.917 Voltage nearly constant during test.

1.6Sup 42 days 1.68 3.4 2.1 Voltage recained above 3 volts for 40.5 Osys.

S0C amp 168 hrs 13.44 2.95 1.31

M4,paup 121 days 3.S45 3.338

4.5samp 127 days 3.549 3.334 Noticed effect of battery sleeping.

4.Suap 124 days 3.523 3.001

4razp 2 yrs 7.2 Charged Gates cells Initially & still trickle charging them.

40a asp 16 hrs 8.913 3.486 3.22S Uttery preformance sensitive to orientation.

e 40* amp over a 8 1.268 3.6S2 3.497 Strong voltage re~swnse after high temp storage. Some capacity lost.
dy period

Sm sp 100 days Approx 12 3.615 1.3 Seven day storage c.t 71"C. Voltage stable during discharge.

80a asp 136 hrs 11.2 3.3 3.0

30 amn 99.5 hrs 7.1 3.53 3.0 Poor quality of S2C12.

2.76 p 1.85 hrs 4.6 3.037 1.4 Maximun teperature of cell 43C.
tax

2. 11 1.30 hrs 3.5 3.255 1.7 Poor quality of S2C12. Maximum teeupra ure of cell 40C

3 az 31.5 hrs 9.4 3.34 2.987 Voltage steady during test.

variable 27 hrs 8.7 3.37 3.001 1 hr at .9 sps, 2 hr. at .S amps, . hrs at .2 amps, 20 hrs at .3 sap.

pulse 11 hrs Pulsed at various rates between S and I aps.
variablepulse Spuss28 at

pac l s SO pulses pulse 1 in on. I min off. Tested at 49"C.

160-amp 166 hrs 26.6 3.476 3.0

15s0Amp 234 hrs 32.4 3.412 0.705 156.5 hours (25.2 ampere-hours) above 3.0 -olts.

l60suap 124.5 hrs 19.7S 3.401 3.0 78% lower capacity when discharged at S*C.

4Soamp 1843 hrs 82.94 3.51 2.885 Turned upside down and ran for 2131 hours (96.2 sap-hrs).

e 4Omamp 101 hrs 4 1.7 Indicates damaging effect of passivation fit.
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Test 2

An AA sized cell was discharged completely to determine the total ampere-

hours available. The test ran for 42 days and resulted in a capacity of 1.6S

ampere-hours for a discharge rate of 1.65 milliamperes. Figure 11 shows the

discharge characteristics of this cell.

Test 3

A long duration life test was run on a high energy D size cell at 5"C,

The test lasted for 168 hours at a constant 80 milliampere discharge rate

resulting in a 13.44 ampere hour capacity.

Test 4

Three high energy D size batteries were subjected to a low rate lang te=rn

discharge test at a temperature of 2 C. The batteries were placed in a very

quiet environment in the refrigerator. About 30 days into the test cell number

23 seemed to be fading and over a ten day period the voltage continually drop-

ped. However, a very slight tap on the battery case with a pencil point

revived the battery. This effect is termed "sleeping." The voltage stayed

fairly constant for the duration of the test. All three batteries delivered

4.5 milliamperes of current at a voltage above 3 volts for over 120 days.

Figure 12 shows the discharge curve for battery number 23 and the sleeping

phenomenon is clearly seen.

Test 5

Two high energy D-size cells are currently trickle charging three Gates,

sealed, rechargeable lead-acid batteries (x size). The two lithium inorganic

21
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cells, at the present discharge rate, should keep the three Gates cells ]

fully charged for a period of up to two years. The lithium batteries had to

first recharge the Gates cells since they had been in storage for about a

year. To initially recharge the Gates cells required up to 4 milliamperes

at 7.2 volts for a period of 13.5 days at room temperature. All 5 cells were

then placed in the refrigerator at 5"C and eventually the current was reduced

to 0.4 milliamperes for the long term trickle charging test (eight months

have elapsed so far). The objective of this test is to show the feasibility

of combining the good low rate preformance of the lithium cells with the good

high rate preformance of the lead acid cells. The self-discharging character-

istics of the lead acid batteries can be prevented with this scheme. Vor

deep ocean applications (0C), the recharging voltage required by the three

lead acid cells is exactly that delivered by two lithium batteries which

greatly simplifies the recharging circuit (see Figure 13). The Gates cells

are nominally 2 volts with a capacity of S ampere-hours. Possible applications

for this arrangement are deep ocean transronders and sound sources.

Test 6

One important discovery was the sensitivity of the cell to orientation.

The 10 ampere-hour cell exhibited full capacity in the vertical position with

the positive terminal upward. However, it lost 33 percent of the capacity in

the horizontal position and 66 percent in the vertical po!ition yith the posi-

tive terminal down, a result of the physical arrangement of electrodes and

electrolyte in the cell. As liquid electrolyte is converted to solid product

in the cathode, a significant electrode area is no longer wetted and capacity

24
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is lost. Another example of this effect is shown in Figure 14. While the

cell was kept horizontal the capacity was about 6.05 ampere-hours. However,

when placed verticaily another 1.77 ampeze-hours resulted. A total of 8.9 "

ampere-hours was obtained from this cell.

Test 7

A high energy D-size cell was heated in a desiccator at five different

temperatures and the discharge characteristics were observed after each temp-

erature increment. The total time spent at any temperature was about six hours

and the five temperatures were 42*C, 48.50C, 60°C, 71"C, and 75"C. After being

stored for six hours at one of the temperatures the battery was allowed to

cool to room temperature, then connected to a load (40 milliampere ) and the

voltage was monitored for a half hour. The discharge characteristics during

this period were very stable and showed that the battery can support a constant

40 milliampere current load at over 3.5 volts after short periods of high

temperature storage. The total ampere-hours obtained from this battery was

8.268 which includes this high temperature test and some post-test discharges

at 40, 100 and 180 milliamperes (all above 3 volts). There was some

deterioration of the battery capacity during the test (<30%).

Test 8

Three high energy D-size cells were placed in storage for seven days at

71°C then completely discharged at 5 milliamperes. The first cell lasted

96 days, the second lasted 103 days and the third lasted 105 days. The volt-

age was very stable (above 3.5) during this period. This period of high temp-

erature storage did not apear to damage the cells nor affect their performance.

26
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Test 9

A life test was conducted on a high power D-size cell at 5"C. The test

lasted for 136 hours and produced 11.2 ampere-hours above 3.0 volts. The

discharge current was 80 milliampereand the voltage was very stable above

3.0 volts as shown in Figure 15.

Test iO

Sulfur monochloride, S2C12, (explained in detail under the Hazard Tests

Section) has been added to some of the high power cells in an effort to pre-

vent the battery from exploding at high temperatures by dissolving the solid

sulfur generated during normal discharge. With S2C12 present, the life of

the battery is reduced, down to 99.5 hours with a capacity of only 7.1 ampere-

hours. This reduced performance (63% reduction compared to Test 9) has been

traced to be the result of using low purity S2C12 (not vacuum distilled). In

Test 13 vacuum distilled S Cl was used and the performance was significantly2 2
improved.

Test 11

Two high power D-size cells were discharged through a one ohm resistor to

compare their discharge characteristics for an undersea vehicle application.

One cell contained sulfur monochloride and the other did not. The current

nearly reached 3 amperes for both cells during the test. As expected the cell

without the sulfur monochloride outperformed the other cell (1.85 hours and

4.6 ampere-hours versus 1.3 hours and 3.5 ampere-hours). This large difference

in performance is again attributed to the use of non-vacuum distilled S2C12.

2
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Test 12

For this life test a high power D size cell without S2CI2 was discharged

at 0.3 amperes. The ampere-hours above 3 volts was 9.4 during a 31.5 hour

discharge.

Test 13

This high power D size cell contained high purity vacuum distilled S2C12.

The cell was discharged at various rates (1 hour at 0.9 amperes, 2 hours at

0.5 amperes, 4 hours at 0.2 amperes and 21 hours at 0.3 amperes). The test

lasted for 27 hours and showed that cells containing purified sulfur mono-

chloride can provide 92% of the capacity of cells without sulfur monochloride.

The ampere-hours were 8.7 and the watt-hours per pound were calculated at 137.

Test 14

An attempt was made to got 30 1 :,cre pulses from a high power D size crll

for an active sonobuoy. The results of a pulse test showed that the cell

could deliver 7.9 ampere pulses at 2.4 volts. The pulse was on for 6 seconds

and off for 30 seconds. A one ampere quiesent load was also applied to simu-

late the receiver power requirement. The test lasted for eleven hours and the

pulse current varied from S to 8 amperes. Even though only 7.9 ampere pulses

were obtained it should be possible to get 30 ampere pulses by increasing the

electrode surface area four times. It is feasible to increase the existing

anode surface area (30 in 2) to 120 in2 such that it will fit in the standard

D-size casing. This should increase the discharge rate by four times but

correspondingly decrease the cell life.

13
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Test 15

Ten high power D-size cells were connected in series and used to simulate

the power pack of a Modular Universal Laser Equipment (MULE). The require-

ments for this test were to have the cells pulse for as long as they maintained

a voltage of greater than 20 volts while delivering five ampere pulses. The

pulses were on for one minute and off for one minute. The test was conducted

in the desert sun at the Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, California where

the battery temperature was 63"C before the test. The lithium battery pack

delivered 50 satisfactory pulses. During the pulse on time the voltage drop-

pod to 28 volts but instantly rose to 36 volts when the pulse was turned off.

The current during the pulse was between 6 and 6.5 amps. The battery tempera-

ture had increased to 78*C at the final pulse. The currently used NiCd bat-

tery pack deliverec 10 pulses when tested under the same conditions.

Test 16

A life test was conducted on a double D size cell at room temperature.

The cell discharged through a 160 milliampere load for 166 hours resulting in

a capacity of 26.6 ampere-hours.

Test 17

This high energy double D-size cell had the new hermetic seal. The life

test lasted for 156.5 hours above 3.0 volts which resulted in a battery capacity

of 25.2 ampere-hours above 3.0 volts. The test was continued for as long as

possible to see just how much ampere-hour capacity the battery contained. After

234 hours (with the voltage under one volt) the test was stopped and the ampere-

hours obtained was 32.4. Figure 16 shows the results of this test.
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Test 18

A life test was ccnducted on a high energy sealed double D-size cell at

SeC to compare with the data taken at room temperature from Test 17. This

test lasted for 124.5 hours above 3.0 volts giving a capacity of 19.75 ampere-

hours above 3.0 volts. At the end of the test (after 192 hours) the voltage

dropped below one volts and the total capacity was 28.7 ampere-hours. The

useful ampere-hours with the battery at SeC was 78% of that at room tempera-

ture. Figure 17 shows the performance of the cell.

Test 19

The largest cell tested was an experimental 100 Al, low rate cell.

This cell was discharged at a rate of 45 milliamperes for a total of 1843

hours (82.94 ampere-hours). At this point the voltage noticably decreased

so the cell was turned upside down and continued to discharge for another 288

hours giving a total capacity of 96.2 ampere hours. The curve showing the

first 1843 hours of discharge is shown in Figure 18. This test data shows

the ability to scale up cell design using available mathematical models. This

cell design is described in Appendix A.

Test 20

Two high energy D size cells with old style crimped seals were discharged

after being stored for over eight months at room temperature. The first test

just determined how long it would take an extensively passivated cell to come

up to 3 volts at a 40 milliampere discharge rate, and the second test was a

life test on a passivated cell. Both tests were conducted at 5"C. It took

the first cell 1.7 hours to reach 3 volts and another 5.5 hours to reach a

maximum of 3.43 volts at a discharge rate of 10 milliamperes.
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ThsThe second cell was stored for nine months and never did reach 3 volts.

This cell was discharged at a rate of 40 milliamperes and only reached a maxi-

mum voltage of 1.7 volts. The cell discharged for 101 hours resulting in a

cell capacity of 4 ampere-hours.

The results of our test effort indicates that the major contributing fac-

tor to cell passivation is the moisture from the atmospiere entering the cell

through the crimped seal. Wl.en this happens hydrochloric acid (1Q) is formed

from the reaction between water and thionyl chloride. This acid attacks the

lithium forming lithium-chloride (LiCl) one of the ingredients of the passiva-

ting film. With two of the major cell components (lithium and thionyl chloride)

slowly being reacted it is expected that the cell will be degraded.

Atmospheric moisture may be only one of several mechanisms of passivation,

as the complete mechanism of passivation is not yet understood. Howevercer-

tain aspects of it can be described. The lithium reacts with the electrolyte

or its products forming small crystals of lithium chloride that are mechani-

cally bonded to the lithium. The presence of this film of lithium chloride

crystals prevents the flow of electrons between the anode and electrolyte.

However, its presence does not completely block the flow of lithium ions as

evidenced by at least some small voltage when the cell is connected to a c4r-

cuit.

During normal battery use this film will slowly be removed. As the lith-

ium metal becomes oxidized the lithium ion migrates to the thionyl chloride

and it is the ions closest to the thionyl chloride that undergo this reaction.

But, these are the same ions that are holding the passivating film in place.

i
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Hence, there will be a tendency for the crystals ti be undermined and fall off

as the battery is being discharged. It is possible that a dead short placed

on the cell for about a minute may be enough to remove most of the crystals in

the passivating film.

Since the film is only mechanically bonded to the lithium it can be mechani-

cally removed. The three ways presently used to accomplish this are:

(a) applying heat or cold to the cell to cause a thermal expansion of the lith-

ium, (b) applying pressure (200 psi) to an uncompensated cell, and (c) apply-

ing a mild vibration to the cell. A better understanding of the nature of the

film will be needed before an effective way can be found to remove or control

the growth of the passivation film. Lithium chloride may not be the only con-

stituent of the passivation film.

In our tests of cells with the new hermetic seal no passivation hac been

noticed. Small AA sized cells that have been stored for 3 months start at

voltages over 3 volts when discharged through a load. The new Double D size

cells have not exhibited any passivation problems, but they were only recently

acquit d.
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Environmental Test Series V

When the lithium battery receives wide acceptance '' the Navy it may

involve applications that impose extreme storage, transport or operational

environments. A series of environmental tests were conducted to determine

the effect on these batteries from various environmental hazards. These

include external pressure (applied to both an uncompensated and compensated

battery), vibration, shock, and humidity.

Pressure

The first test conducted was a pressure test on a modified, pressure-com-

pensated cell. To pressure compensate the cell a small hole was drilled in

the top (through the positive terminal). A fluorocarbon fluid, Dow FC-7S,

surrounded the hole to prevent moisture in the air from entering the cell

and reacting with the electrolyte and lithium. The cell with its bath of

FC-75 was placed upside down in a glass jar and suspended from the lid of the

oil filled pressure tank. Wires were connected to the electrodes, soldered

to connectors in the tank cover and fastened to a voltmeter and ammeter.

The cell performance was shown to improve after the application of pres-

sure as indicated by the volt-ampere curves taken both before and after the

pressure was applied. Table IV shows this performance increase.

By applying pressure to an uncompensated cell it is possible to alter the

depassivation process. A modest pressure of 200 psi is enough to show the

effect of some depassivation. Further improvement results when the pressure

is increased to 450 psi. At these pressures the cell case is deformed enough

to cause some of the passivating film to lose its bond with the lithium anode
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TABLE IV

Improved Cell Performance Under Pressure

VOLTAGE AS CURRENT
APPLIED DECREASED WAS INCREASED

TEST PRESSURE FROM FROM

A 0 psi 3.58 to 2.6 4 to 100 ma

1000 psi 3.5 to 3.15 4 to 100 ma

2000 psi 3.55 to 3.1 4 to 100 ma

B 0psi 2.6 to 0.1 4 to 360 ma

2000 psi 3.6 to 0.1 4 to 940 ma

SO00 psi 3.55 to 0.2 4 to 800 ma

t 39



and the discharge rate can be increased. No cell case damage resulted at

these low pressures. When much larger pressures (3000 to 5000 psi) were

applied there was no noticable effect on depassivation. However, both ends

of the cell were severely deformed. The top cap (positive terminal) was pushed

down about 3/16 inches (except for the epoxy ring) and the entire bottom was

caved in. The discolored oil bath and odor of sulfur dioxide indicated a

leak in the battery.

Table V summarizes the results from this test. The increase in discharge

rate indicates that the depassivation process was enhanced as a result of the

applied pressure.

Vibration

The next series of tests were vibration tests. Five D-size cells were

placed in a test fixture with different orientations and subjected to vibra-

tions of various frequencies. Table VI shows the test schedule and results

of the vibration test. The horizontally oriented cell showed the most stable,

as well as, highest voltage during the vibration test. The higher frequency

test had the most detrimental effect on the cells. Ywo of them showed a marked

drop in voltage. The test was stopped because of the presence of gas, probably

from cell M4. It should be noted that the voltage actually increased for the

cells when they were subject to a low frequency vibration similar: to that

found on board ship.

4
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TABLE V

Cell Depassivatlon Under Pressure

VOLTAGE

CURRENT, MA 0 PSI 200 PSI 450 PSI 3000 PSI 5000 PSI

4 2.6 3.46 3.55 3.46 3.42
10 0.3 3.32 3.4S 3.41 3.4 1

20 3.12 3.3 3.25 3.21

30 2.55 3.2 3.12 3.08

40 2.48 3.1 3.0 2.93

50 1.1 2.95 2.85 2.8

60 0.4 2.85 2.7 2.6

70 2."* 2.51 2.4

80 2.45 2.35 2.0

90 1.9

100
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TABLE VI

Cell Vibration Test Results

Vibration Voltage
Cell Cell Cell Cell

Freq. Amplitude Duration MI #2 #3 #4 #s

0 0 0 3.46 3.15 3.51 2.96 3.33

S hz 0.03" 5 min 3.46 3.15 3.51 2.95 3.33

10 hz 0.03" 5 min 3.46 3.16 3.51 2.95 3.33

15 hz 0.03" 5 min 3.46 3.20 3.51 2.95 3.33

20 hz 0.02" 5 min 3.46 3.21 '3.51 2.95 3.33

25 hz 0.02" 5 min 3.46 3.22 3.51 2.96 3.33

30 hz 0.01" 5 min 3.46 3.21 3.51 2.97 3.33

35 hz 0.005" 5 min 3.46 3.20 3.51 2.98 3.33

40 hz 0.005" 5 min 3.47 3.20 3.5 2.98 3.33
.l

45 hz 0.003" 5 min 3.47 3.20 3.52 2.99 5.33

50 hz 0.003" 5 mn 3.47 3.20 3.52 2.99 3.33

Freq. range Amplitude

S to 17 hz 0.1" peak to peak 3.47 2.77 3.51. 2.30 3.19

17 to 28 hz 1.5g decrease 3.47 2.8 3.51 2.31 3,22

28 to 44 hz 0.036" peak to peak 3.47 2.73 3.51 0.86 3.22

44 to 500 hz 3.5g decrease 3.47 2.72 3.51 0.94 3.22

500 to 44 hz 3.Sg iucrease from 3.47 2.72 3.51 0.97 3.22
zero to 0.036" peak
to peak

Cell orientation: #1-Vertically up, #3-Horizontal,

#2-Vertically down, #4-45* up, N5-450 down
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~Shock

Cell #4 was removed from the test fixture for the shock tests. The re-

maining four cells were connected in series with a potentiometer to vary the

current load. Both voltage and current were displayed. Table VII gives the

shock loadings and voltages both before and after the shock impact. Only very

slight voltage decreases were noticed after each shock test and on one test a

small negative voltage spike appeared at the instant of shock impact. The

volt-ampere curve taken just after the series of shock tests was only slightly

lower than that taken before the test.

Huidity

Nine high energy D-size cells were placed in a vacuum desiccator with one

Normal of NaOB to absorb the gasses that leaked through the battery seal.

This proceedure was an attempt to quantify the HCI and S02 gasses escaping

from the cell seal. The result of this test indicated that the cell seal was

extremely porous to both the gaseous products of hydrolysis and atmospheric

moisture. The amount of gas present in the desiccator was so large that no

quantitive measurement could be made. This is because moisture from the

environment entered the cell through the seal, and reacted with the cell com-

ponents severely corroding the tops of several cells. The test lasted four

days and was conducted at three different temperatures (2"C, 20*C, and 55C).

In each case the humidity in the desiccator was 100%. Figure 19 shows h"

cells after being removed from the desiccator. Long term exposure to r -3heric

moisture results in complete cell corrosion as shown in Figure 20. The new cells

containing the hermetic seal are not expected to exhibit this behavior.

L



TABLE VII

Cell Shock Test Results

Shock Loading Voltage

Current

Test Acceleration Load Before After Remarks

0 0 13.69

1 15 to 25g 30 ma 13.69 13.69 No voltage drop

2 125 to 175g 30 ma, 13.69 13.65

3 15 to 25g 60 mn 13.07 13.02

4 125 to 175g 60 ma I1'2 13.0 Small voltage spike

S 1S to 2Sg 100 ma 12.22 12.18

6 2 o1S 0 a .21 21

6 12S to 17Sg 100 Ma 12.18 12.13
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Cell Disposal in Seawater

To estimate the ervironmental impact of cell disposal in seawater, a dis-

charged cell was placed in a bucket of seawater. The residual cell current

formed a galvanic cell which caused severe pitting and corrosion on the cathode

current contact. Two and one half homrs later the cathode terminal corroded

completely through and the voltage rapidly dropped from 3.5 volts to 0.42 volts.

By observing this demonstration it is possible to hypothesize the results from

cell disposal in the ocean. The residual electrolytic action will first rupture

the seal (on the non-hermetically sealed cells). Seawater will then enter the

battery and react with its components. The lithium will react with the sea-

water to form LiO and H 2. The thionyl chloride will react with the seawater

to form SO2 and !!Cl. These gasses and acids will leave the batter', and enter

the water column and dissolve or pass through it (depending upon the depth of

disposal). The nickel from the case will be soluabilized by the acids and

electrolytic action and precipitate out as (NiOI)2. After a period of time

all that remains will be teflon from the seal, rust from the iron in the can,

the graphite plug and th; plastic wrapper. The lithium will return to its

natural state, LiCl, by the reaction LiOll + Hl+ LiC1 + 1120. Sulfites, one

of the nutrients in the food chain, will be formed by the action SO2 + H20..-

2 3
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Hazard Tests

Three potential hazards facing users of high power cells are excessive

heat, punctured cells and short circuits. Tests indicate that high power cells

will explode when exposed to any of these hazards. Two other possible hazards,

although not yet tested, are the effect of a dead cell in a parallel or series

circuit and the effect of a charging current on a cell.

Heat

The purpose of this test was to determine at what temperature an unloaded

high power cell will explode. The cell was placed in a bath of silicone oil

and heated. After 23 minutes, at a temperature of 168"C, the cell exploded.

Puncture

Six high power cells and one double D-size cell were ruptured by a nail

to determine the effect on these cells from a puncture. The test apparatus

allowed a weight to be remotely released and fall on a nail driving it into

the cell. Of 'the seven tests conducted, four resulted in an explosion. Table

VIII sunnarizes the results of this test.

From these te tts it is possible to hypothesize a mechanism which accounts

for these violent explosions. As the nail penetrates the battery the relatively

malleable lithium is easily deformed into thin filaments or fibers along the

shaft of the nail. As these lithium f;;intr P),z forced deeper into the bat-

tery by the action of the nail they make , ivi;th the graphite cathode pro-

ducing a direct internal short. All the electrical current produced by the
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TABLE VIII

Cell Puncture Test

High power - fresh Imediat explosion

Hligh power with S2C12 - fresh Immediate explosion

High power - partially discharged !inediate explosion

High power with S 2C12 - fully discharged No explosion

Double D No explosion

High power, shorted - partially discharged No explosion

lligh power with S2CI2 - slightly discharged Immediate explosion
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te cell will be discharged at these sites which will rapidly heat the lithium

tilnments to their melting point. This same intense current will also form

elemental sulfur from the decomposition of the thionyl chloride. When the

molten lithium fibers come in contact with the elemental sulful a thermite-

like reaction is initiated. This reaction may produce a temperature as high

as 1600*C. Several high temperature reactions may now occur. Among.these

are the urraveling of the teflon, the oxidation of the cathode, and the decomp-

osition of the thionyl chloride; all of which tend to feed the reaction. The

result is a rapid pressure excursion produced by the reaction products which

ultimately ruptures the cell case and the explosion scatters the reactants.

Short Circuit

Experience with cells of the high power configuration (high rate) indi-

cates that when shorted these cells will generate sufficient current to heat

the lithium to its melting point (179C). When this happens the cell will

detonate. Table IX summarizes these tests.

Laboratory experiments confirmed the fact that the reaction between mol-

ten lithium and sulfur is exothermic. The equation is

2 Li + S 4 Li2 S + heat

The therite-like reaction gave off a white light indicating a temperat,4re of

approximately 1500 to 1600 degrees Celcius. At this high temperature, reac-

tions not normally cinsidered became important. Such as the thermal decompo-

sition of teflon to produce highly reactive gases. When one considers that
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TABLE IX

Summary of Cell Short Circuit Tests

TEMP TIME CURRENT
BATTERY MAX MIN. AMPS RI-'ARKS

1. High Power Pl 124OC 10 explosion

2. High Power P2 154C 9 20 destroyed metal box

3. High Power PS 128*C 12 21 no damage to cast iron
container

4. High Poycr P4 90°c in oil bath, no explo-
sion

S. High Power (S2C12) 1130C case bottom bulged out

6. High Energy Double D 1100C end cap ruptured
size (insulated)

7. Series of ten High Power detonation of all cells
Cells

8. High Power P8 1530C 11 explosion

9. High Power PM1 1420C 5 22.5 end cap blew off with a
fire

, I
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the cell at the time of discharge contains two-thirds of the ingredients of

gun powder and the chemical production of an oxidizing agent is possible by

a large number of reactions, the fact that an explosion occurs is not sur-

prising. It is clear that the thermite-like reaction between lithium and

sulfur is the match that initiates the explosion.

Test 1

A high power cell was short circuited to see how long it would take to

detonate and at what temperature the cell case increased to during the dis-

charge. The cell detonated ten minutes after the circuit was closed at a

case temperature of 1240C.

Test 2

For this test a D size high power cell was placed in a box in an effort

to contain the explosion. The 18 pound box was made from 1/16 inch mild

steel (one side was 1/8 inch aluminum) with a 1/4 inch clear Lexan cover.

During the short circuit discharge the terminal voltage of the cell dropped

to about one volt, the current reached 20 amperes and the temperature increased

to a maximum of 154*C. After nine minutes the cell exploded severely damaging

the contaiper as shown in Figure 21. The box was thrown to a height of 33

feet co instrumentation wires and a strip chart recorder.

Test 3

A cast iron container (5 inches diameter, 9 inches long and 3/8 inch thick)

designed to transport explosive bolts was used in this test as a means to con-

tain the explosion. A high power cell was placed in the container and short
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circuited. The current peaked out at 21 amperes and the temperature increased

to 129"C. Twelve minutes into the test the cell exploded. The container

suffered no damage.

Test 4

A high power cell was short circuited in a small bath of silicone oil.

The cell temperature only increased to 90"C after 5 minutes then began to

decrease. The cell did not detonate; possibly, because a convective cell was

set up in the oil to keep the battery cool.

Test 5

A modified high power cell containing sulfur monochloride was short cir-

cuited without any explosion. The only damage was that the bottom cell end

cap was bulged out. The maximum temperature was 113"C.

Test 6

A high energy double D-size cell with a crimp seal was insulated in paper

towels and short circuited. After a temperature rise to 110C the cell end

cap ruptured and forced out the battery components.

Test 7

Ten high power celis were connected in series and placed inside a vented

pressure cooker to contain the explosion. Five to seven minutes after the

circuit was shorted the first battery detonated and smoke appeared at the vent.

Three more batteries detonated at about one minute intervals producing a solid

stream of flame at the vent. Seconds later the remaining batteries exploded

blowing the lid off the pressure cooker and scattering the battery remains.

54
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Test 8

Test 8 and 9 were conducted under similar conditions to compare the effect

of a cell containing sulfur monochloride and one without the additive. The

high power cell without sulfur monochloride detonated 11 minutes after the cir-

cuit was shorted. Figure 22 shows the debris from this test. The maximum temp-

erature was 154C and the current reached a peak of 16 amperes. Figure 23

shows a graph of both the current and temperature during the test.

Test 9

The high power cell modified with sulfur monochloride did not detonate

when shorted, rather its end cap ruptured and a fire resulted. Figure 24

shows the remains of this cell. This test only lasted S minutes until the

case ruptured with a temperature rise to 116C and a max current of 22.5 amperes.

Following cell rupture, the temperature recorder indicated 142*C. Figure 2S

shows the temperature and current data from this test.

As a result of laboratory tests, it was found that if the sulfur was in

solution the melted lithium did not react with it. From this observation, it

was clear that if a good solvent for sulfur was added to the battery that

could keep the sulfur in solution and not alter the electrical characteristics,

then the detonation could be prevented. A solvent that met these criteria was

sulfur monochloride (S2C12). When one sixth of the thionyl chloride was replaced

by S2C12 the cell did not explode when shorted. A comparison of cell remains

from short circuit tests are shown in Figures 22 and 24. Notice the case of

the cell containing S2C12 is still in one piece.
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From these data it is clear that there are two ways to prevent an explo-

sion. One is to keep the temperature of the battery below the melting point

of lithium, and the second is to introduce a solvent for sulfur such as sul-

fur monochloride. Field tests of both of these methods demonstrated that the I
detonation of the cells could be prevented by either method (Tests4 and S).

Summary of Test Results

The bulk of the testing effort utilized the D-size cell with a crimped

seal. Fresh D-size high energy cells provided the manufacturers specified

performance only at low current discharge rates of 100 milliamperes or less.

Cell voltage prematurely decreases to below cutoff values when discharge rates

are greater than 100 milliamperes on "D" size cells. This means that "D" size

ligh Energy cells should not be applied in applications having a continuous

discharge life less than 5 days. Ideal applications should have discharge

periods of weeks or months for maximum cell efficiency.

The performance tests were conducted at both room temperatuxe and at 50C

with discharge rates varying from 5 to 100 milliamperes. Good performance and

long life were achieved above 3 volts for a majority of the cells tested.

Short storage periods (less than three months) at room temperature (less

than 250C) do not adversly affect the performance of cells with crimped seals.

However, longer periods (over eight months) have a very damaging affect on the

cell by causing corrosion around the seal and reducing cell ampere-hour capacity.

In addition, these cells severely passivate when stored for a long time result-

ing in a significant voltage delay. The extreme case envolves the nonhermetically
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sealed cells stored outside (in a metal chest) for one year. In this case

corrosion was complete and cell capacity reduced to zero. The hermetically

sealed cells are not expected to have this problem.

Another problem is that these cells scem to be sensitive to cell orienta-

tion during discharge. Maximum capacity is possible with the cell vertically

upright with minimum capacity resulting when the cell was vertically oriented

with the positive terminal down. Any method that will allow the electrolyte

to wet the electrodes will prolong the cell discharge life.

Another phenomenon, related to orientation sensitivity, is cell sleeping

when discharging in a very quiet environment. This was observed in some tests

and results in a premature decrease in cell voltage due to the clogging of the

cathode or interelectrode region by products of the reaction which reduces

electrolyte contact with the electrodes.

The high power configuration (high rate) is more prone to explode than

the high energy configuration. These high power cells will explode within 1S

minutes if short circuited (discharging at a rate of about 20 amperes without

cooling). They will also explode when exposed to a temperature slightly above

160C (for about 1/2 hour) and when punctured rapidly by a sharp object. The

exposion liberates a large quantity of white gas, probably vaporized thionyl

chloride. This gas quickly hydrolizes because of the moisture in the atmosphere

and forms acids of |I{C and SO2. Two methods that have been demonstrated to

prevent the explosion are to keep the cell cool during high rate discharge and

to use an additive such as sulfur monochloride to disolve the elemental sulfur

produced during normal discharge.
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lligh humidity has such a disasterous effect on steel cosed cells (com-

plete case corronion within a year) that submerging the tells in seawater has

been shown as a rapid means of disposing of the cells.

Shock and vibration did not degrade the preformance of the high energy

cells, at least not at the frequencies normally found on board ship.

Likewise, the effect of pressure on a pressure compensated cell does not

harm the cell (actually the performance improves because the electrolyte can

more throughly wet the electrode surface area). Pressure equalization results

in highir current densities from the cell electrodes.

Other methods that could be used to achieve higher current cells for ;ro-

pulsion and pulse power applications are to increase the electrode surface

area by using large area thin electrodes or possibly hermetically seaiing th

cell to prevent the escape of high pressure gaseous discharge products from

the cell.

Voltage delay, experienced with cell that have been stored for long per-

iods of time, can be overcome by shocking the cell either physically or ther-

mally (high temperature or very low temperature). Hydrostatic pressure ("I200

ft depth) also depassivates cells.

The new hermetically sealed cells are expected to be free of the problem

of case corrosion and diminished cell capacity due to l ng term storage,parti-

cularly in a humid environment. The new cells are also anticipated to show a

higher volt-ampere perfounance, no sleeping and be less subject to passivation

after storage.
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Cells of 100 ampere-hours have been built and successfull) tested. Cells

with capacities up to 10,000 ampere-hours could be similarly designed that would

be relatively economical for many military applications that require large amounts

of energy.
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APPLICATION EXPERIENCE

Numerous possible applications of the Lithium-Inorganic cells have been

Investigated. 'lese applications include Moored Surveillance Buoys, Direc-

tional Command Active Sonobuoys, Expendable Sound Source Buoys, Deep Ocean

Acoustic Navigation Transponders, NavFac Lightweight Array Cable Test Program,

Marine Corps Man-Portable Battlefield Radar Sets, Laser Designators, Mobile

Sound Simulators, Geophysical Monitoring Balloons, Submarine Target Location

Balloon Transmitters, Marine Mammal Implantable Biotelemetry packages, Arctic

Sensor Buoys. torpedoes, and Advanced Untetuered Deep Ocean Search Systems.

Each of these applications could benefit from the use of Lithium-Inorganic

batteries but decisions to use these batteries have been dependent on the

test results from this program.

As a result of test experience with these cells and the resulting design

improvements that have been accomplished to date, multicell batteries are

being introduced to the fleet for certain applications.

At the present time cell capabilities and limitations must be carefully

compared to determine if the limited cell technology can be adapted to a

specific application of interest. NUC has provided this type of assistance

to each of the activities listed below during FY 75.

Marine Mammal Research

The Naval Undersea Center is using AA sized hermetically sealed lithium

cells (similar to the heart pacemaker battery) with marine mammals to power

sensors and RF transmitters that telemeter brain waves along with eye and

muscle movement. The required life of the battery is 1800 hours of "on" time
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and the battery consists of two cells, one AA sized delivering a positive

three volts and one half sized AA cell delivering a negrtive three volts.

Lithium inorganic cells, as compared with previously used mercury batteries,

are advantageous for this application because of their high available power

and long life in a compact form, their lighter weight and no gas venting.

The instrumentation package is shown in Figure 26.

Balloon Instrumentation Package

The Naval Undersea Center is usinL 25 double D-sized hermetically sealed

cells for each balloon supported radio package. Two power levels are required

f.om the battery, 16 volts at 150 milliamperes and 1 volts at 800 milliamperes.

The total operating time is 120 hours. The main advantage of lithium batteries

for this application is their high energy and light weight since the battery

weight is not to exceed 10 pounds. This could not be accomplished by any other

type of battery. Twenty instrumentation packages will be built. The balloon

to be instrumented is shown in Figure 27. Figure 28 shows the battery case

and cells.

Laser Designator Power Source

The Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, CA and NUC have used high rate cells

to energize a laser in a target designation system as shown in Figure 29. The

requirements for the tests were to deliver 6 to 10 amperes in a pulsed mode

(one minute on and one minute of.") at a voltage greater than 20 volts. A test

was made to compare the number of pulses available from a series circuit of ten

high power lithium inorganic cells against the standard NiCd battery pack. The
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lithium battery pack delivered 50 satisfactory cycles whereas the NiCd pack

delivered ten cycles. Additional development is planned for FY 76 to optimize

high rate cell design for this application,

Deep Ocean Transponders

Several tr.nsponders (shown in Figure 30) developed by Sonatech, Inc.

Goleta, CA will be installed in the ocean with lithium inorganic electro-

lyte batteries. The battery pack has two requirements, a low level receiver and

a high level transmitter. The low level receiver requires 8 volts and a con-

tinuous 1 milliampere for a period between six months and five years. The high

level 200 watt transmitter produces 10 millisecond pulses at 24 volts for 2

million pulses over a five year period. The battery pack consists of 40 D-size

cells, however, the double D-size cell is being evaluated for this application.t(

Geophysical Monitoring Balloon

A lightweight, expendable command receiver has been developed at UCSD for

ONR for terminating scientific balloon flights as shown in Figure 31. The

receiver operates at 138.54 Wiz and the command is actuated by a sliding tone

from 300 Hz to 400 Hiz. A Phase Locked Loop detector circuit operates an SCR

firing circuit to actuate a guillotine type explosive cutter. Experience with

the command receiver has shown that most high energy density batteries freeze-

up at high altitudes and provide insufficient current to fire the squib. It is

believed that the lithium inorganic electrolyte battery will be less likely to

freeze at the high altitudes anticipated in most balloon flights (freezing

point for thionyl chloride is -104.5°C). Test flights are planned in FY 76 to

determine the command receivers performance with a 15 volt lithium inorganic

* telectrolyte battery.
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NAVFAC Lightweight Cable Experiment

The NUC, Hawaii Laboratory is constructing an underwater cable system

experiment. Five battery packs are needed for a central electronics battle,

two sound velocimeters and two current meters. The system will be deployed

for a year in the deep ocean with an ambient temperature near O*C. The

system, except for the acoustic receiver, will be off until it is interro-

gated by an acoustic command. The acoustic receiver will be energized for

the entire one year system life. The system will be interrogated every hour

for a year and will be on for three minutes for each interrogation.

Since power source space, weight and reliability are critical in this

application 50-size DD and 2S-size AA lithium inorganic electrolyte cells

will be used.

The batteries are to be in a sealed container for a year with the elec-

tronic circuitry they are powering. Therefore, they should not leak any

gasses or liquids that will cause core vion or short circuiting of the elec-

tronics. For this reason only hermetically sealed cells will be used.

Arctic Data Buoys

Polar Research Laboratory, Inc. (PRL), Santa Barbara, CA is developing

under NOAA contract an air droppable (ADRAMIS) data buoy for use with the NUMBUS

F satellite. This is similar to the NUMBUS F data buoy work performed for ONR.

PRL is also developing a different t)Te of arctic data buoy for Sensor Tech-

nology Program (ONR) that could well utilize lithium inorganic batteries.

The first application at PRL will be the ADRANS (shown in Figure 32) because

the inorganic lithium battery appears to solve several of the problems that have

been experienced ,,ith other power sources. The requirement is 175 amp-hours at
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12 volts with peak loads of 250 ma for 1, second each minute. Hermetically

sealed "DD" size cells are being used for this application.

The experience gai.d from this initial arctic application will provide

engineering data for the other similar applications that need an advanced

power source. Laboratory tests conducted by PRL have shown an ability to pulse

discharge double "D" size cells for 1 second per minute. The following data

has been obtained at 66 ma:

Voltage at End
Temp (*C) Starting Voltage of I Sec

-40 3.6 volts not measured

-62 3.6 volts 3.2

-68 3.53 volts 3.0

The sane cell has provided 20 All above the cutoff voltage of 3.0 volts at a

discharge rate of %28 ma and at -13.7*C.

Seismic Sensors

The U.S. Geologic-i Survey will be installing several sensors in the

Santa Barbara Channel thi!, year to monitor seismic activity around the

Dosquadros Oil Field. These sensors require a five-year, reliable power

source with a highly regulated output (1%) since they will be supplying

power to voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) circuits.

Hermetically sealed DD size cells will be used for this application.

All of these applications are now using lithium-inorganic electrolyte

cells but with technology improvements accomplished during FY 75. These

accomplishments include hermetic seals, larger cell sizes, depassivation

techniques, shock and vibration limit information, disposal methods, causes

of explosions and methods of eliminating explosions.
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There are many additional applications that requirc an advanced power

source that could be satisfied by lithium inorganic cells if development

for these applications was carried out. A partial list of known applications

is given below:

Activity Syste Cell Size Cell Rate

Naval Electronics Systems Moored Surveillance Systems 1000 All Low

Command, GE, Sanders

Naval Undersea Center Countermeasure (MOSS) 160 All High

Naval Undersea Center Advanced Lightweight Torpedo 50 AN High

Naval Air Systems Command Soiiobuoy (DICASS) 10 All High

Naval Air Development Ctr Countermeasure (ADDS) 20 All High

Naval Air Development Ctr Sonar Devices (ERAPS) 20 Alt High

Naval Research Laboratory Search Vehicle 10,000 All Low

Naval Undersea Center Vehicle (STARS) 10,000 Ali Low

Naval Sea Systems Command Submarine Targets 100 All High

United States Coast Guard Aids to Navigation Buoys 2000 All Low

U.S. Marine Corps and Field Radios 10 All High
U.S. Army

Naval Sea Systems Command Swiner Delivery Vehicles 1000 AH High

1Naval Electronics Lab Ctr Night Vision & Portable Radar 10 AH High
and Naval Weapons Center

\ppendix I describes a computer program that was prepared to perform cost,

weight and volume trade-off analyses for various hypothetical applications.

Individual cases (224) wer,. computed for twenty power-source candidates (various

batteries, thermoelectric generators, solar cells, engine generators, etc.),

based on a matrix of hypotehtical application requirements involving various

operating depths, power levels, and operating durations. The results of this

analysis provide a comprehensive comparison of size, weight and cost data
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anmong tha power source candidates. Tilis data now facilitates the identifica-

tion of applications that could benefit by the use of these lithium 
cells.

In summary the chemistry of the lithium-inorganic cell works and 
produces

a battery with outstanding performance. There is a definite need for this cell

in both high rate applications (i.e., vehicle propulsion systems) and long term,

low rate applications as in surveillance system power sources.
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CONCLUS IONS

As a result of the FY 7S development effort the following conclusions

have been reached:

" The chemistry of the lithium-inorganic cell works and produces

a battery with outstanding performance.

* The advantzges of using lithium-inorganic electrolyte cells

are numerous:

1. High energy density (200-2S0 %I/LB)

2. High cell voltage (3.6 VDC)

3. Potentially long shelf life

4. Long operating life

S Completely contained and no moving parts, fluids or gases

6. Atmospheric pressure internally

7. Good low temperature performance

8. Good voltage regulation

9. Potentially least expensive in larger size cells

10. Wide range of sizes possible

11. Can be pressure equalized for deep ocean applications

12. Good tolerance to high shock and vibration

The eleventh has a tremendous value when larger batteries are

to be used at deep ocean depths of 20,100 feet. Massive pressure hulls to

house the batteries can be eliminated by pressure equalizing the cells.

0 There is a definite need for this cell in both high rate applications

(i.e., vehicle propulsion systems) and long term, low rate applications

as in surveillance system power sources.

• The Fiscal Year 1975 effort has demonstrated the capabilities of the
C,

cell as well as uncovered some of its limitations. Basic work is
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still needed to understand the causes of these limitations and to

suggest ways to minimize or eliminate them.

0 Future development work needs to concentrate on six of these problems:

1. cell detonation following puncture

2. the "sleeping" phenomenon

3. voltage delay following storage

4. dendrite formation

S. high power density applications

6. large size cells

0 The accomplishments resulting from this program are summarized as follows:

1. Numerous applications have been investigated, consultation has been

provided to potential users including performance demonstration tests

and lithium-inorganic electrolyte batteries are now being used in

several applications.

2. Required cell design improvements have been identified.

3. Iwprovements in cell design have been accomplished

0 Orientation for full capacity

0 Non-attitude sensitive design

* Chemical additive for stable cells at high temperature

* Pressure equalized cell design for deep ocean

* Larger cell design, fabrication and test (>100 All)

I Low-cost, non-leaking cell seal

* Methods of eliminating initial voltage delay

* Non-corroding case

* Reliable solder tabs
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RECOMMENDED DEVELOPMENT

A future development program should fully explore the major problem areas

that currently bar general fleet use of the lithium ii.srganic cells.

The goal of this program should be to solve these major problems and

assist in the initial application engineering work needed for projecting the

technology toward wide scale use in the Navy.

The major problems that should be addressed under a development program

are:

1. Explosion caused by cell puncture

2. Cell "sleeping" effect

3. Voltage delay and passivation

4. Dendrite formation

S. High power density cells

6. Large size cells

The nature of these problems and the proposed investigations are presented in

the following discussions.

Puncture Tests

1. Thin filaments of lithium will be placed in n glass ampule containing

a thionylchloride sulfur suspension. Known amounts of current will be sent

through these filaments until they melt and react with the sulfur. This is an

attempt at duplicating the suspected reaction that ignites the thermite-like

reaction.

2. A matrix of puncture tests will be conducted aimed at determining the

reason for the explosion. This includes altering the material used in the

penetrating object and altering tile load current in the cell.
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3. Varying amounts of S2C12 will be incorporated in the high power cells

to determine its effectiveness as an explosion preventative.

4. The energy liberated by the explosion will be determined.

Cell Sleeping

1. Isolate several hermetically sealed cells and monitor the voltage of

the cells as they discharge. Some cells will contain the sulfur monochloride

additive. This will determine if the normal pressure produced in the cell is

sufficient to force the electrolyte into the electrode gap.

Voltage Delay

1. Subject the surface of the lithium to neutron activation to determine

the presence of a transition metal or any other metal capable of activation

analysis.

2. A program of discharging cells after a predetermined period of passi-

vation will be started. Once each month a hermetically sealed AA sized cell

will be connected to a load and the voltage rise during depassivation and total

ampere hours available (as a function of storage time) will be monitored over

a one year period.

Dendrite Formation

1. A glass cell will be built in order to observe the growth of dendrites.

2. Methods of preventing a reverse or charging current in multicell

U, applications will be determined.
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High Power Densty Cells

1 1. High Power Density Cells will be designed and constructed utilizing

different techniques to increase their performance.

Large Size Cells

1. Develop and test experimental and prototype cells with capacity of

1000 to 10,000 ampere hours for discharge rates of 2 weeks, 1 months and 1 year.
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Inlroduction

Various electrochemical systems have been tried in

the last several years in building lithium batteries.

.ost of the prototype cells made so far were of the

wound electrode type, with a close spacing and the large

surface area electrodes. This was necessary, because of

a relatively low conductivity of electrolytes used in
and they

building lithium cells,/normally would not be able to de-

liver their energy at high rates.

There is a wide area of application, however, where

the high rate of discharge is not required. A better

utilization of the cell space and higher energy densities

would be possible to achieve if these cells were designed

without this high discharge rate in mind. A study has

been conducted at GTE Laboratories of the interdependence

of various factors determining the performance of such

cells. The report enclosed (1) contains the details of

the study and describes the optimized cell design for the

low discharge rate application.

Discrepencies way be expected between the projected

and the realized cell performance, when one begins to

scale up the cell. An assumption was made in those studies

that the porous cathode structure absorbs and holds the

electrolyte at any stage of discharge. This was found

to be true for small cells but may not hold for larger

cells and different diameter/height ratios. The scale

up from 12 Ah (D size) to 100 Ah single cell capacity

seemed like a good opportunity to test the applicability

of the design to larger cells.



Cell construction

With the funding for the work limited to a minimum,

the prototype cells had to be made with no tooling in-

volved. The cell can was selected from the available

stock as closely as possible to the size of the single

cell required. The can dimensions were:

2.797" 0.D.

2.735" l.D.

4.641" High

The can material was cold rolled steel. A demountable

structure had to be used to hold together the cell com-

ponents. The figure enclosed represents the structure

design proposed. Fig. 1. The structure had to be modi-
4

fied for reasons of simplicity, but the cell dimensional

characteristics were not affected.

The design procedures described in the study report

have been applied in the construction of the cell. The

calculation showed that the cell should be able to de-

liver as much as 150 Ah, under extreme low rate of dis-

charge. It must be remembered that this design has not

been tested before and, therefore, the upper limit of

the discharge rate has not been establised. It is be-

lieved, however that a continuous discharge with

approximately 50 mA will las. over 3 months (50 mA for

3 months amounts to 108 Ah). The cell performance is

not expected to depend much on the discharge temperature

between. say, -20 and 40 C.



Lt

Preliminary test results.

One cell was made, identical in construction to

those delivered to NUC, for testing in our laboratories.

The projected time of discharge was shortened by in-

creasing the discharge rate ih order to obtain sooner

some preliminary performnace figures.. The cell was j
placed on discharge through a constant load of 12 Ohms.

As of this date, the cell delivered 45 Ah at an almost

constant voltage of 3.45v. The discharge current of

287 mA may be too high for this cell construction, since

the cell voltage showed a tendency to decrease. The

discharge rate will be reduced to the figure corresponding

to the I month rate. for the remainder of the cell life

in order to establish the remaining deliverable cell

capacity. A partial cell discharge is shown in Fig. 2.

Preliminary Experience

The cell construction appears to be feasible. The

fabrication of the prototype components preceeded as

planned with no major difficulties experienced. The

tooling could be developed on the basis of this prelimi-

nary experience, speeding up the assemblage to a rate at

which the cells may be produced at reasonable costs.

However, the tooling should be preceeded with the design

evaluation of cell components within demountable structure

since a choice of cell dimensions exists within the same

total cell volume.
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APNIVl)lX B

SELECTION OF POWER so0.'RCES

FOR REMOTE OCEAN ORIENTED APPLICATIONS

rJ. F Mciartnoy .lnd M. A. Cates

Naval Undersea Center
San Diego, C,%lifornla "'" 32

Abstract batteries, transmission cables, fuel cells, gas-

The purpose of thisi paper is to aid mission plan- fired thermoelectric generators, solar batteries

ners and design engineers in crhoosing the best 5tnl wind generators.

available power system to sa'lsfy the power ;*- Os is provided to allow comparison of candidate
quirements for a particular mission. It prc.vite, power supplies based on cost, sixe, weight,
an overview of electric power supplies sQuablepfor emoe apliction. Prticlary, e~phsispower, life and other mission requirements. Par -
for remnote applications. Particularly, 4e'.phslz metric data was generated using a computer for
Is placed on power supplies for m1*1tions toqulrat; hundreds of cases of mission time, power level
low average power and long life. Includ4d ar and location (i.e.. ocean surface to 20,000 it
radioisotope power qent.r~ltors, sled chemical depth). The data ptesented Is based on the best
batteries, seawater batteries, transmiss ion cb--4s, published technical Information available, labo-
fuel cells, gas-fired thermotlectric generator, ratory tests, ocean tests and personal visits or
solar batteries and wind geneatog. This dat telephone conversations with qualified sources.
will permit the user to quickly lidenttii -he powt
system, in the existing Invento">, which will set- Study Cottstraints
isfy the minimum rlssilon requirer.its or that
which can be most economically mo,1aladt to mout A !woa I survey was made of known power sources.
these requirements. In addition, tha power supp~ly Thi s.t.- .v addressed (1) power sources that are
category which best lends Itself to the d*akq.,; and availale as oi-Vtw-shlf products or only require
developmont of a new power system in easily etgintering for a specific application and (2)
Identified. Ueasible power sources under development that

will be available in the near future that offer sig- I
nificant advantages over currently available

In cr-icr to realize the greatest probabilty,1 suc- sources In terms of endurancu, energy density,
cer in aision, the poereatesupol it t scn- cost savingm or ease of deployment. Also of par-

cess in a mission, th power supply trust n I e lt ticular interest are power sourceb that do not re-
stderd at an e wrly stage and Integrated into the quire or minimize the use of atomic energy sources,
system design. Power supply selection is Loil critical materials such as silver and platinum.

trollel by such mlaslcri requ:ements as power potential pollumante such as mercury and long

level, life time, eliabalty. site location, ambient (htntial po utants oh mes cuya l on g
temperature and pressure. It I; usually desirable (hundreds/thousnds of miles) ables containing

essairae o tons of valuable copper conductor, steel ond
tr ainmize size, weight and cst, wP in the con- polyethelene. Power sources whose development
straints of the missio~n nL-ictlvou. ,I well In the future or centetaln. as nuclear

This paper rrovides da'A .'onceinng proven elec foLiutn or which are not appropriate to our appli-1 Ths pper rovdel a~x ¢'ncelln9provn eec- cation, as manpower or marine mammals, are not
trical power systems that are presently available Include .

for use in ocean oriented milslons. It Is Intended

to aid mission planners and design engineers in Information was obtained through literature sur-
choosing the best available power system to sat- veys and personal interviews. Literature sources
isfy the power requirements for a particular included government agency and private company
mission. In addition, It provides an overview of reports, patent files, open technical literature
electric power supplies suitable for remote appli- and other sources. Th,., Navy has previously con-
cations. Particularly, emphasis is placed on power ducted programs of a similar nature. This Informa-
supplies for missions requiring low average power tion wis repeated only where necessary for re-
and long lift,. Included are radioisotope power porting continuity.
generators, sealed chemical batteries, seawater

I.



The data analysis was bounJed by the following General concept designs for the three fundamental
,"n'iltions regarding missions and systems of methods of supplying power were prepared so that

Interest: an identification of the necessary technology
could be made. These concepts are discussed

i. rietrvil power is the desired form of below.
,iterqy c utiput %nol varlnus: hydlrauillo, pneumolth"

-r t(.hanic'il transmission systems are not Tr4nsmission from Shore St4tionsK ~ 'tnsidere 1.
Generation, transmission and distribution of elec-

b. Anticipated p.rfurmin-e is proae,:ted I years trival power on land Is a mature industry wherein
into the future. 1-onsequently, anilysis in- the seleetion of equipment and systems de"':ns
iludes promisin-i thenretlcal developments as are dominated primarily by eronomIc contiderations.
well as current experimental components. The Essentially, any quantity of electrical power may
period beyond 3 years is not extensively be obtaineo from public utilities or from trans-
explored, portable engine-generators, fuel logistics for re-

mote site operation is well established and an

c. System power levels lie roughly betwen ddequate quantity of power can therefore be
one watt anl lo,'1 watts ar.d a constant elec- assumed to be easily obtained at most shore sta-
trical Icat is assumed. tions of interest to the U. S. Navy.

d. Load luratinns are greater than one hour: A high voltage cable laid on the seafloor could
however, some c-nsideratlin Is given to surply power from shrre to the undersea system.

stor ge systems which can be applied for Multiplexed data can be transmitted on the power
short term peak load application, cable and this U. commonly practiced in utility

and ocean communicjtton systems. Although
A tremendout. number of devices and physical numerous concepts could be made, they would
phenomena ,premr useful In ocean power systems, employ the same basic equipment and manifest the
as shown In ligvre 1. A wide variety of systems - same technical problems and essentialty the same
merhanlcral, therr.ial, chemiral, electrical, technological maturity.
radient and atomic - will be required to satisfy
the comple:dty and icope cf anticipated future In this concept the undersea cable would be en-
missions. It appears Impo, sible at this time to trenched into the seafloor to a depth sufficient to '!
eliminate any of the major types of power systems escape influence of wave and tidal action. Each
undr consideration as each will eventually find a cable would be layed separately to minimize 'he
niche in the power-level, mission-duration con- probability of simultaneous damage by trawlers or
tlinu,!. where it appears most useful. other seafloor activities. Practicality of this

method is determined primarily by the economics
Brasic Power System Methods associated with cable system fabrication and

installation.
There ire only three basic methods which can be
utiliz-d for supplying electrical power to ocean Transmission of Power from Surface Platforms
systerris. It can be used or transmitted from a
power g nerator located on or nedr the surface or Energy storage and the transmission of electrical
generated by a power source located adjacent to or power from surface platforms to seafloor facilities
Inte-Urally wtih an undersea system. The ability to is similar In concept to transmission from shore
supply the required power by these methods should sttions. r'or high power requirements conven-
be established early In a program so that system tional air breath!ng engine-powered geneoators are
designs and site selection can be based on military, commercially available. Station keepingj ships or
political, scientific and economic needs without barges can be used for short duration missions or
constraint from the power supply, missions which otherwise require their presence.

For longer durations, where technical factors or
The primary consideration In the design of most economics preclude surface ship use, the power
long life ocean oriented electronic systems Is rella- source could be Installed in a surface or spar type
bility. Redundant generation and transmission sys- buoy with refueling or battery recharging performed
tems should be provided wherever possible to pre- at periodic intervals. An alternate ;jpproach would
elude termination of an operation because of a be to Install an energy storage source in or ad-
single power equipment failure. Some missions jacent to the undersea system wit. zn umbilical to
will also require emergency power sources with the surface through which rechargig .:an be
sufficient power and energy to insure system accomplished.
operation until repairs are completed.
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limied o lw tmpeatue grdiets oun Inthecould be used to replace the expiring sources.
Underwater mateable mechanical or electromag-

coul posiby betaped o povid gethemalnetic connectors would be used to couple thewempower source to the electronic load. Similarly,
St ater cbattery modules or reactant tanks could be re-

eaatplaced at Intervals to increase the life and rla-

. mnitaleconsiderations often preclude the bllty of the system.
?t power except for critical long mis-

systems. There are several practical Survey of Power Sources

electrochemical and thermochemical in situ energy/
that convert the energy of stored A power source consists typically of an enery

chmial.An atomic powered concept employs conversion system for converting the stored energy
sooiorreactor energy sources. into a form usable for the desired application; the

power source may or may not also Include the
energy source dependingl on whether the stored
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oneruy is furnisheJ with th, onertly conve'rsion sys- li.,-riptlen of 4 'onm ipiter i'rogran tni ita iLnk
trm, ,ithor In ,r.-illy as In -i battery or separat'ly
-is In the fNol for a heat engine, or whether stored A ,:rjmputer prooiram (I'ljuro ) hvr Inn *involoapd
onerujy is extracivted from tho environment, for tio ronvert detaile, d,*i r:onornln powtir sfouro,.s
e*xample, rhemical energy by an air breathing heat for remote oc-ean appliscitions Into Inform,|tion that
en.jin or kinetir eneroy by a windmill, !s meaningful to persons who do not necessarily

have extensive background in tho field. The pri-
i'or most appilhttions the desired output of the mary end use is for the preiiminarV selection of a
power source is electrical ourrent. FVnergy con- cost-effective power source suitable for remote
version from the stored energy to the electrical out- marine-oriented projects requiring up to one kilo-
pu' ay be in one step, as the stored chemical watt for as long as 10 years.
energy of a battery is converted to electrical energy
by galvanic action, or In two or several steps as in There are 3 basir parameters which are used to
a diesel generator in which the stored energy of the define the conditions under which a power source
fuel and oxidizer are converted from chemical to will have to operate:thermail to mechanical to electrical energy.

1) Location - depth with respect to the ocean's
The high energy content of some chemical fuels surface - 4 ranges considered
makes possible the storayu of energy source ma-
terial for ambitious missions. The use of thermal 2) Average Power Level - 7 ranges considered
storage is promising for short term missions where
the simr!iclty of an available heat source Is of 3) Duty Cycle Time - duration at the average
value. The use of environmental energy sourres power level - 8 ranges considered
makes possilel,.- indefinitely long endurance, but
power densities are low and availability (e.g., There are 224 possible ccmbinatlons of the threewind or solar energy) may not be predictable. basic parameters for which the applicobility of
Nuclear sources offer very high energy content and each power source could be considered. The main
long life at a penalty of high initial cost. program determines which combinations are appli-

cable for a given power source, calculates cost,
Highly efficient electrochemical conversion de- In-air weight, buoyant weight and volume (all
vices, such as batteries and fuel cells, make the values are per kilowatt hour) and associates the

vise of 4he energy available in chemical values with the appropriate name and comments
s. Unfortunately, many of the chemical as a s;ngle record in a temporary storage file,"A".
is make use of relatively low energy
ch,.-ical reactions which do not allow The first subroutine takes the output records gen-

the. to PrO the performance of the hydrogen/ erated by the main program and orders them
oxygen fuel cell on a long-lived mission. It Is according to increasing cost. This cost ordered
important to note, however, that there are various data is stored In a temporary file, "E'"..
types of lithium batteries presently being dievel-
oped that have energy densities equal to fuel cell The second subroutine iterates through al the
power systems. These lithium batteries are possible combinations of location, power level
available for specific applications at a cost com- and time. During each Individual Iteration the
parable to alkaline batteries on a dollar/watt hour storage file B is searched for all 'ecords appli-
basis. cable to the particular combination of parameters

being considered and those records are retained
Thermoelectrie devices are relatively Inefficient, by the subt lutine. The data Is converted from
but provide long-lived satic conversion which is values per Yw-hr to total values for the number of
applicable to low power missions. The thermionic kilowatt hours for the particular case, and then
converter Is more efficient than the thermoelectric, listed in order of Increasing cost with an appro-
although not as yet developed. It shares the priate page heading.
simple system design. [or very high power levels,
magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) converters have All data necessary to enter a particular power
promise of high conversion efficiency with high source into the program calculations Is contained
temperature heat sources, but development Is still on two data cards which provides ease in updating
in its early stages. While photovoltaic devices the resulting output when necessary.
are obviously limited to shore Installations or sur-
face buoys and the combination of weather and The primary limitation of this program is the

', diurnal cycles, they may be applicable when low amount of data which must be stored during pro-
power levels are needed for very long periods. gram execution. The required storage allocation

increases rapidly as the number of power sourcesh considered increase. If the amount of data Is to
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be Increased substantially, or If th. program is to I month, 3 months. 6 months, I year, 5 years*
be executed at a facility with less than 65K words and 10 Years.
ofsoKe emnaio a encsay Examples of output data are given In Tables I and HI.

Pa'rametric D.ita for Power Sources
The peviosly ~iscibedcompter rogrmpwaause outptit data sheets (224) have been pre-
The revousy d~scrbedcompterproram as sed pared for each case with the case number given.

to generate parametric data for the numerous, The power source Identification number Is shown
currently available and applicable power %ourct in parenthesis following the name of th. sources.
candidates shown in Figure 3. Individual cases These Identification numbers coff late with the
(224) were computed for the power sources candi- identification number given In Figure 3.

dates: based on these requirements:
The output listing presents the candidates In an

dont1000f and 20,000 ft water ard volume aro calculated for the reaquire-
ments of each particular viss. The rlghthand

2)Poerlves f1/2. 1, 10, 25, 50, 100 column Identifies critical matwial, hazardous
and 1000 watts, and materials, special limitations such as mainten-

ance Intervals and requirements for enei-gy storage
3) Endurance peeiods of I day, I week, systems as commonly needed for environmental[energy sources systems.

1. TLIS2. TTCt-3.1 W0i0iSOIOC 4.1 sir CA-

1.1.1 L.CIaMCe (Cattem 2.1.1 Gul-fir"d Tlhtm 3.1.1 adest.fwl 4.1.1 solar Calls,
ZINC) electric GieraterUem~eti

-1.1.) LipthiI..ieac 22DWC _SO

Seawater 2.2.1 Diesel. Gaslime.

DI 4 EngatI Gee raters

-1.1.3 Plemiric Oxde,
1.1.9 Se.1I4 State

-1.1.10 Air klarIMe
-1.1.11 ZINC Air

r1.2BATRE

-1.2.4 Sieer.Zinc

(1aM InclU4d at this tift)

V Figure 3. Study Applicable Ocean Power Sources
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Table It. Example of Output Data*

Power Source Cost Weight Weight Volume Criticalfi ( b s ) (I ha ) ( u i )M t r a s ~
(Identification No.) ($) (in air) (in water)

Lithium-Ino ,inlc Cell(l.l.3) 558 59 29 806 Large Cell Technology
Zinc-Air Cell(I. 1. 11) 748 159 70 2407 High Press C2 Storage
Leclanche Type Cell (1.1.1) 911 392 224 4525Air Depolarized Ctll(l. 1. 10) 984 257 109 3995 High Press C2 Storage
PII-Acid Stationry(1.2.2) 1016 1076 657 13S57 Pressure Equalizabl*
MG-MN02 Prim Dry Ceil(l. 1.2) 1117 244 122 3302
Magnesium-Iron Seawater 1776 57 32 4862

(1.1.5)
Silver-Z!nc Prim Cell(l.2,4) 5503 165 96 1877 Uses SilverSilver-Zinc Second Celle .2.4) 6628 177 93 2711 Uses Silver/Preis-Equal
1 Watt RTG(3. 1. 1) 9167 5 4 22 PU 238 Provided by ERDA
! Watt RTG(3.1. 1) 19024 750 647 2771 Stronlum 90 Isotope
*Case 122. Location - down to 10,000 it: Power Level - 1.0 Watt; Time - one year.

Table I. Example of Output Data*

Power Source Cost Wight Wibh Volume Critical
(Ident'fication No.) (l) (In air) (in water) (cu in) Materials, Etc.

PB-AcId AutoType Cell(1.2.l) 1004 2411 1319 35344 Temp Dependent
DegradationPB-AcId Stattonary(I.2.2) 4948 5345 3264 67323 Pressure EqualizableLithium-Inorganic Cel](l. 1.3) 6523 347 174 4670 Large Cell TechnologyMagnsium-kn Seawater 8725 287 157 24142

(I .1.5)

Zinc-Air Cell(i. 1. 11) 15105 931 435 13938 High Press or StorageAir Dpolarztd Cel11. 1. 10) 23859 1544 687 23136 High Press or Storage

Sliver-Zinc Prim Ce11(i.2.4) 36187 948 544 10868 Uses Siliver25 Watt RTG(.1. 1) 70524 14200 3379) 22167 Strontium 90 isotope

*Case 181. Location - down to 20.000 it: Power Level - in Watts; Time - six months.
Since only Integer values are given In the printout sets of figures are provided for each application
some values of weight and volume are shown as 0. depth studied (e.g., above water, surface to
This means that the value was derived by rounding 2000 ft depth, etc.
a calculated value less than 0.5. In some of the
cases no power source candidates appear appli- The user of this data can quickly determine thecable based on the data and constraints of the optimum power source based only on one of these
program. In these cases no data sheet Is printed, criterion. This type of summary does not provideThe cases involving power sources located above the complete set of tradeoff data for all the param-water r.how NA for weight In water meaning not sters as is available In the computer output pages.
applicable .fta. For this purpose a report "A Guide to the Selection

of Power Sources for Remote Ocean Oiented Appli-
Summary of Dot cations", Is being prepared for distrlbution within

the Navy Department and will be available also fromSince the computer output consisted of a total of the Defense Documentation Center.
224 pages, this data was reduced and presented insummary fashion In Figures 4 through 15. The 12 This report will also provide brief descriptions,
data summary figures present the optimum regions special features, suggested applications and
of power level and endurance (operating life) for specifications for each power source candidate in-selected power sources. The power source selec- cluded In this study. This type of Information cantions are based on the criterion Indicated at the also be obtained from power source manufacturers.
top of each figure (e.g. , least cost). Separate
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